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ABSTRACT: Photolithography based on optical mask is
widely used in academic research laboratories due to its low
cost, simple mechanism, and ability to pattern in micron-sized
features on a wafer-scale area. Because the resolution is bound
by diffraction limits of the light source, nanoscale patterning
using photolithography requires short-wavelength light source
combined with sophisticated optical elements, adding
complexity and cost. In this paper, a novel method of
subwavelength patterning process using conventional i-line
mercury lamp is introduced, without the use of such advanced
optical tools. The method utilizes the re-entrant geometry of
image reversal photoresist produced from the developing process, where a secondary mask is generated by isotropically
depositing a metal layer to cover the re-entrant profile of the photoresist. Removing the photoresist by applying ultrasonic
vibrations in acetone bath uniformly cracks the metal layer at the sidewalls of the re-entrant profile, exposing the substrate with a
reduced feature size. The width of the initial mask pattern can be reduced by 400 nm in a controlled manner, regardless of the
original width choice. As a result, the method is shown to achieve sub-100 nm scale linear patterns compatible for both
subsequent deposition process and dry-etching process. Our approach is applicable to various shapes of the patterns and can be
used in electronic device fabrication requiring nanoscale lithography patterning, such as the gate fabrication of AlGaN/GaN high-
electron-mobility transistor.
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1. INTRODUCTION

For many decades, advances in optical lithography have pushed
the limits of patterning resolutions and critical length scales of
electronic devices from over 15 μm down to sub-10 nm.1 Such
downscaling efforts have made significant enhancements for
diverse applications particularly in electronic chips, including
the integration density of devices in semiconductor chips and
the high-frequency responses in radio frequency (RF)
electronics. Because optical lithography is intimately limited
by the wavelength of light used, techniques to utilize short
wavelengths, such as KrF (248 nm) laser, ArF (198 nm) laser,
or even soft X-rays, also known as extreme ultraviolet, have
been developed for smaller patterning scales.2−4 In addition,
resolution enhancement techniques that involve multiple
optical elements in conjunction with the above-mentioned
optical light sources have further reduced the patterning
scales.5,6 However, the high cost of such short-wavelength light
sources and optical elements presents challenges in product
cost management and in the research and development phase.7

Consequently, these advanced tools are rarely used in academic
laboratories or small industries. Other lithography strategies
encounter trade-offs among resolution, throughput, processing
time, and feature shape. Direct writing methods like electron-
beam lithography and scanning probe-based lithography
provide high resolution, but their serial scanning process
results in a low throughput and small writing field. Interference

lithography8 and nanoimprint lithography9 can achieve high-
resolution patterns with high throughput over large areas but
are associated with limitations. Interference lithography is
limited to arrays of regular periodic patterns because the
patterns are defined by superimposing different beams, whereas
nanoimprint lithography faces problems associated with the
mechanical imprinting process, such as defects, template
wearing, and removal of residual layers at the printed area.10−12

Contact photolithography technology that utilizes Hg lamp
(365, 405, and 436 nm) as a light source is commonly used in
academic laboratories because of its low cost, wafer-scale
productivity, and accessible applicability to diverse micro-
fabrication processes. Despite its benefits, the resolution of the
patterns is limited due to the diffraction limit of the light
source, which creates difficulties in research and development
for nanoscale devices.13 Alternative methods were introduced
to pattern subwavelength features by creating resist lens at the
surface of the photoresist, while transfer-patterning the metal
mask patterns,14 using near-field photolithography by circum-
venting the diffraction: coupling and guiding light through
elastomeric polymers masks,15,16 evanescent near-field optical
lithography with conformable membrane masks,17 employing
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surface plasmon polariton with periodic metal masks,18 and
beam pen lithography with metal-coated nanoscale apexes on
poly(dimethylsiloxane) masks.19−21 These techniques, how-
ever, require unique mask designs and materials that increase
cost and processing time.
In this work, a novel approach to achieve nanoscale

lithography patterns using low-cost contact lithography is
introduced, which can easily be applied in photolithography
processes that are originally designed for microscale patterning.
The method utilizes the re-entrant geometry of negative tone
or image reversal photoresists produced from contact photo-
lithography tools. In a re-entrant geometry of a layer of
photoresist produced using photolithography, the lateral
dimension of the top surface is a replica of the photomask
used, whereas the dimension of the bottom surface that is in
contact with the substrate is undercut etched. The resulting
bottom width of the re-entrant photoresist was used as a
secondary mask layer by creating a hard mask via isotropic
sputtering of metal layer. A subsequent acetone lift-off process
with the aid of ultrasonic cleaner was then conducted to
remove the photoresist and expose the secondary mask. As a
result, a controllable and reproducible sub-100 nm scale
patterning was achieved by precisely adjusting the re-entrant
profiles, where the critical dimension was successfully reduced
from 500 to 70 nm. The practicality of the technique was
verified through sub-100 nm dry-etching and metal-deposition
processes, two common processes in microfabrication,
following the photolithography process. To demonstrate the
applicability of the technique, an AlGaN/GaN high-electron-
mobility transistor (HEMT) was fabricated with the gate metal
deposited using the approach and created a nanoscale gate

length, which, in general, improves the high-frequency
responses in RF devices.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

2.1. Subwavelength Patterning Process and Analyzes
on the Developing Process. Creating a re-entrant photo-
resist profile is the key of our process. A negative tone and an
image reversal photoresist were originally developed for the
clean metal lift-off process of deposited metal films, which was
modified for scale reduction patterning. Image reversal
photoresist22,23 utilized in this work is a switchable photoresist
that can be modified from a positive tone to a negative tone to
create the re-entrant profiles upon development. The switching
process is possible because the image reversal photoresist
consists of the cross-linking agent that can be activated by UV
exposure and baking. The activated area loses the UV light
sensitivity and becomes insoluble in the developer, whereas the
inactivated area still acts as a positive-tone photoresist under
the baking process. After the flood-exposure process, followed
by the developing process, only the cross-linked area remains,
which means the photoresists acts as a negative tone. Additional
advantage of the image reversal photoresist is that edge beads
from the spin-coating process can be chemically removed in
advance of the image reversal process, which makes further
photolithography process easier and cheaper because the
process does not require additional edge bead remover.
Then, the desired small feature size, key in our work, can be
achieved with flawless contact during the UV light exposure.
The process flow of the subwavelength patterning method is

shown in Figure 1. Details of the methods are provided in
Section 4. Figure 1a shows the photoresist on the substrate with

Figure 1. Process flow of subwavelength patterning. (a) Photoresist was spin-coated on the substrate, and the mask patterns were aligned for UV
exposure. (b) Photoresist was image-revered and developed for re-entrant profile. (c) A Cr layer was deposited to be utilized for the second mask.
(d) Photoresist was removed using ultrasonic vibrations in acetone. (e) Substrate was dry-etched with inductively coupled plasma (ICP)-RIE. (f)
The Cr mask layer was removed with Cr etchant. (g) Target metal layers were deposited with e-beam evaporator. (h) The Cr mask layer was used
for the lift-off process using Cr etchant. Metal layers on the substrate remains.
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a mask aligned on top to expose the UV light. The resist beads
created at the edges of the substrate during the spin-coating
process were removed to allow a uniform hard contact between
the mask and the photoresist. After the image reversal
photolithography process, the cross-sectional geometry of the
remaining photoresist profile was a reverse trapezoid because
the upper part of the photoresist was cross-linked during the
image reversal process to endure the developing process. With
additional development time, the top edges of the photoresist
rounded, whereas the bottom width was further reduced,
resulting in an extreme re-entrant profile, as shown in Figure
1b, due to the developing rate differences. The next step
involved deposition of Cr (500 nm) on the substrate using an
isotropic deposition tool, such as a sputter. The deposited Cr
layer covered all of the surfaces of the sample, including the
sidewalls of the photoresist, as shown in Figure 1c. Immersing
into acetone and applying ultrasonic vibration uniformly
disintegrated the Cr layer on each side of the photoresist
strip, exposing the substrate with reduced pattern features
achieved from the reduced width of the re-entrant profile
(Figure 1d). Compared to the original mask, the size of the new
patterns on the Cr layer was reduced significantly. The
patterned Cr layer can be used for either dry etching (Figure
1e,f) or deposition (Figure 1g,h). Figure 1e shows the dry-
etched substrate using reactive ion etching (RIE), and Figure 1f
shows the result of a dry-etched substrate after removing the
remains of the Cr layer with Cr etchant. Figure 1g shows the
metal layer deposited on the patterned Cr layer using electron-
beam evaporator, and Figure 1h shows the remains of the
patterned metal after removing the Cr layer with a Cr-selective
etchant. Cr was used as the mask layer in this study due to the
etchant’s high selectivity against other metals, semiconductors,
and insulators. Any other material can be substituted if it can be
isotropically deposited, depending on the following process and
material selectivity.

The most critical process of this method is the developing
process of the re-entrant profile (Figure 1a,b). For our
experiments, an AZ 5214E (Microchemicals) image reversal
resist was applied. Forming the re-entrant profile of the image
reversal resist depends on three major controllable parameters.
The first parameter is the dose of the UV exposure to cross-link
the photoresist. The amount of the exposure needs to be
controlled to optimize the re-entrant profile. Over or less dose
of the UV light can affect the depth of cross-linking during the
image reversal baking, and the profile becomes too steep or
shallow. The second parameter is the temperature with enough
baking time for activating the cross-linking agents in the
photoresist. It must be regulated to obtain the cross-linked area
only at the upper region of the photoresist to achieve the re-
entrant profile. In this work, the first two parameters were kept
in constant and the target profile was studied by varying time of
the development process.
Figure 2a shows how the photoresist profile changes with

increasing developing time using scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) images. SEM images show photoresist profiles
deposited with Cr layer using sputter. The developed profiles
of the photoresists are indicated in red dashed lines as the
developing times are increased from left to right. As the
developing time increased, the width of the bottom parts of the
photoresist decreased. The profiles are merged and shown in
the schematic illustrations in Figure 2b to visualize the
decreasing width. The developing rate of the upper region of
the photoresist was lower than the photoresist near the
substrate because of the intended cross-link of the photoresist
near the mask.
Figure 2c shows measurements of the average width of

developed profiles with the developing time. The red dots
indicate maximum width at the upper region of the resist
profile, and the blue dots indicate the width at the bottom
region near the substrate. The width of the original mask

Figure 2. Change in the photoresist profile with respect to developing time. (a) SEM images of the photoresist profile as developing time increased.
The red dashed lines indicate the interface between the Cr layer and the photoresist to show the re-entrant profile. (b) Schematic of re-entrant
profile change as developing process proceeds. The bottom width of the photoresist developed faster than the upper region of photoresist. (c) The
measured width of photoresist with respect to the developing time.
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pattern was 500 nm, as indicated by the pink line. The two
widths (top and bottom) of the patterned photoresist and the
mask pattern width were matched in around 15 s of
development; the measured widths of both upper and bottom
regions were around 500 nm. After 15 s, the developing process
started to undercut the photoresist while maintaining the upper
region width at 500 nm, a re-entrant profile photolithography
process, where the width at the bottom part of the photoresist
is shorter than that of the upper region of the photoresist.

The development of the undercut is the key process for
subwavelength patterning. With further development, the width
at the bottom of the photoresist was narrowed down to 100 nm
at 22 s. At the 100 nm range, it is crucial to carefully rinse the
developer with deionized (DI) water to prevent the photoresist
structures from sagging because the extremely reduced
photoresist structures have to support the whole re-entrant
photoresist structure. After the rinsing process, a Cr layer was
deposited with sputter. To finally expose the nanopattern, the

Figure 3. Results of pattern width with different mask feature sizes. (a) Schematic of the second mask layer after removal of the photoresist. (b) SEM
images of the exposed substrate with different mask feature sizes. The sizes of the mask features are 500 nm, 600 nm, 700 nm, 800 nm, 900 nm, and
1 μm from (i) to (vi), respectively. (c) Plot of the average actual exposed width of the substrate and the width difference between exposed width and
the mask pattern width.

Figure 4. SEM images of various shapes with different processes. (a) Arrays of Ni/Au-deposited sub-100 nm metal strips between two large
rectangles (13 μm × 24 μm). The inset shows a magnified area at the metal strip with 70 nm width (scale bar = 200 nm). (b) Dry etching of the
substrate using Cr layer as a mask. The inset is the magnified dry-etched trench area. (c) Metal-deposited align marks consist of many rectangle
shapes. The inset shows the magnified corner of a rectangle for corner-rounding studies (scale bar = 200 nm). (d) Deposited metal strips. (e) Metal
deposited in spiral shape. (f) Metal deposited in donut shape.
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Cr layer at the sidewalls of the photoresist was cracked by
applying ultrasonic vibration in acetone, as shown in Figure 3a.
The thickness of the photoresist before processing the re-

entrant profile was kept constant, which was around 1.15 μm,
by using the same spin-coating recipe. The height of the re-
entrant photoresist after developing for 22 s was about 1.05 μm.
The thickness of the photoresist was lowered by about 100 nm,
whereas the lateral width reduction at the bottom region of the
re-entrant profile was about 400 nm from the mask width size.
Creating appropriate height of the re-entrant profile is
important because the re-entrant photoresist is vulnerable to
the force from the sides. The re-entrant photoresist easily
collapsed to the side during the rinsing process with DI water
or blowing with nitrogen gun after the developing process
when the height was too tall. On the other hand, when the
thickness of the photoresist was too thin, the formation of re-
entrant profile was difficult because the possible height for the
undercut decreases.
Further experiments were conducted to test the photoresist’s

narrowing effect by varying the original mask pattern size. The
mask pattern widths varied from 500 nm to 1 μm with an
increment of 100 nm, and the resulting photoresist profiles
were analyzed in detail, as presented in Figure 3. The patterns
were processed and analyzed on a single sample substrate to
preserve all other conditions except for the mask pattern size.
The SEM images of the exposed area postprocess for different
mask widths are shown in Figure 3b (top view) to determine
the reduced width. Figure 3b,i−vi shows the patterned results
of 500 nm, 600 nm, 700 nm, 800 nm, 900 nm, and 1 μm mask
widths, respectively. Figure 3c shows the average reduced
widths and changes in widths of the bottom parts of the
photoresist with respect to the original mask pattern width. The

blue bars represent measured average width of the opened
substrate, and the red bars represent the differences between
original mask pattern size and average of reduced patterned
width. The overall average difference between the original mask
width and the reduced width was around 400 nm.

2.2. Postprocess Results and Application to AlGaN/
GaN HEMT Fabrication. Figure 4 shows the results of the
postdeposition process and post-dry-etching process using the
reduced patterns. Figure 4a shows the SEM image of arrays of
the deposited patterns with Ni/Au. The Cr layer can be used as
a sacrificial layer for the lift-off process when the thickness of
the deposited materials is thinner than that of the Cr layer. Ni/
Au was deposited using an electron-beam evaporator, which
deposits the target material in anisotropic direction. Each
deposited pattern has a sub-100 nm strip line in between two
large rectangles (13 μm × 24 μm). The strip line at a white box
is magnified in the inset and the width was 70 nm. The Cr layer
can also be used as a mask for the dry-etching process, and
Figure 4b shows the results of the process using inductively
coupled plasma-reactive ion etching (ICP-RIE). The remaining
Cr layer was left on top of the Si substrate, which can be
removed with Cr etchant. The etched trench area indicated in
the white box is magnified in the inset, which showed the Si
substrate vertically dry-etched with the shape of the Cr layer.
Figure 4c is the SEM image of the align marks deposited with
Ni/Au during our process. The align marks consisted of many
rectangle shapes that gave an opportunity to investigate the
corner-rounding phenomenon with our method. The inset is
the magnified image at the corner of the rectangle indicated in a
white box. The measured corner radius was on average 450 nm.
Considering the wavelength of the Hg lamp light source (∼400
nm), the corner rounding due to the diffraction of the source

Figure 5. AlGaN/GaN HEMT fabrication with subwavelength photolithography. (a) Schematic of AlGaN/GaN HEMT structure. (b) SEM image of
HEMT device after gate metal deposition. (c) Arrays of HEMT devices after via hole opening process. (d) DC performances of an HEMT device.
(e) Normalized I−V characteristics of the HEMT device. (f) Enhancement of RF performances after reducing gate length with subwavelength
photolithography technique.
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light is inevitable. An optical proximity correction to the mask
pattern24 is required to enhance the corner-rounding
phenomenon.
Some other shapes of the patterns were deposited with our

lithography method. Figure 4d shows arrays of metal strips
(Ni/Au) deposited on the Si substrate. The width of the strips
was 420 nm, separated in 1 μm distances. Figure 4e shows
metal line deposition in a spiral shape, and Figure 4f shows the
SEM image of a donut-shaped metal deposition. The array of
strips and spiral and donut-shaped patterns were processed on
the same substrate using a single lithography process. These
patterns can be processed in a wafer scale at once, an advantage
of the contact photolithography method.
One of the key applications utilizing nanoscale patterns is

fabrication of RF electronics. As an example, we demonstrate a
high-performance RF device, where the frequency response can
be dramatically improved by reducing the gate lengths using the
reduction approach.25 As a way of verifying the feasibility of the
patterning process for practical applications, GaN HEMT gate
length reduction was demonstrated. A typical method to
fabricate gate metal is using e-beam lithography to achieve short
gate length, which is often time-consuming and limited to small
sample size. Our subwavelength photolithography method
replaces the e-beam lithography method, in which an array of
HEMT devices were fabricated on a 2.5 mm × 2.5 mm large
area. Figure 5a shows a schematic of an HEMT device with
double gate fingers. The substrate has an Al0.3Ga0.7N/aluminum
nitride (AlN)/GaN layer that forms a two-dimensional electron
gas for the channel grown on a sapphire wafer. Mesa process
was patterned and defined using ICP-RIE. Source and drain
metal pads were deposited, followed by annealing in 800 °C for
1 min to make Ohmic contact with the substrate. Gate fingers
were deposited using our subwavelength photolithography, and
the Cr layer was used for the lift-off process (Figure 5b). After
passivating the devices with Al2O3 and Si3N4, opening of the via
holes was processed by RIE. Figure 5c shows an optical image
of an HEMT array with the via holes opened. The inset image
of Figure 5c shows a magnified HEMT device ready for the RF
metal pad deposition. Finally, RF metal pads were deposited to
measure the HEMT device. Figures 5d shows direct-current
(DC) performances of the 2 μm × 50 μm double gate fingers
HEMT device with 4.5 μm drain to source separation. The red
line represents the transfer curve, and the blue line represents
the transconductance curve, both normalized with the gate
width. In measuring the performances, the gate voltage was
swept from −5.5 to 0 V while holding the drain to source
voltage at 8 V. The maximum transconductance was 289 mS/
mm at Vg = −4.04 V, which was the bias point used to measure
RF performances. Figure 5e shows the normalized I−V
characteristics of the same device. The drain currents were
measured by changing the gate voltages from −5 to −1 V with
a step size of 1 V, whereas the drain voltage was swept from 0
to 10 V.
Figure 5f shows the RF performances of the devices with the

same dimensions except for the gate length. The gate length
without reduction was 900 nm and was reduced using our
method to 500 nm. The measured unity current-gain frequency
( f T) after a de-embedding process was 20 GHz, and it was
improved to 33.6 GHz as the gate length reduced to 500 nm.
The maximum oscillation frequency ( fmax) was also increased
from 49.5 to 57.7 GHz. The measured DC and RF
performances show typical behavior of GaN HEMT, proving

that our lithography method is applicable to electronic
devices.26

3. CONCLUSIONS

We developed a novel contact photolithography method to
improve the resolution of patterning below the wavelength of
the source light, which is simple and economic. The method is
proven to narrow down the width of patterning to sub-100 nm,
and the application of the method showed an average 400 nm
reduction for mask patterns sized between 500 nm and 1 μm.
Demonstration of the method in patterning various shapes and
fabrication of the GaN HEMT device suggest future
applicability to various electronic devices at lower cost. Further
enhancement of the resolution requires optimization of the re-
entrant profile, which depends on photoresist type and the
developing process.

4. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
4.1. Subwavelength Patterning Method. On a temporary Si

substrate, a layer of photoresist (AZ 5214E, 1 μm) was spin-cast at 5
500 rpm for 30 s, followed by soft baking at 95 °C for 3 min. The edge
beads of the photoresist were exposed to UV light for 1 min with a
dose of 17 mW/cm, whereas the other area for the patterning
experiments was protected with a mask. The light intensity of a Hg
lamp at the mask aligner (MJB3, Karl Suss) was controlled by a power
supply (CIC-500, Karl Suss) using feedback from the UV sensor at the
aligner, which was calibrated to sense light intensity at a wavelength of
320 nm. After developing with a developer (AZ 917, Microchemicals)
for 30 s and rinsing with DI water, the remaining photoresists of the
edge beads were swabbed with acetone-soaked Q-tips. The sample was
placed on a hot plate at 95 °C for 1 min to vaporize the remaining
solvents at the photoresist and the Si substrate. The patterns were
transferred on the photoresist by exposing UV light for 6 s after hard-
contacting the photoresist to the mask. The patterns were image-
reversed by baking on a hot plate at 110 °C for 90 s. After developing
the photoresist in re-entrant profile, Cr was deposited using sputter
(CVC 601, 500 nm) to make a secondary mask layer. Immersing into
acetone and applying ultrasonic vibration removed most of the
photoresist strips, and the remaining strips were completely removed
by swabbing gently with Q-tips. Other areas without any patterning
feature were protected by Cr layer from the Q-tip swabbing. For the Si
substrate etching process, ICP-RIE (Plasma-Therm SLR Series, BCl3 =
20 sccm, Cl2 = 20 sccm, pressure = 5 mTorr, RF1 power = 200 W,
RF2 power = 300 W) was used for 2 min, followed by removal of the
Cr layer with Cr etchant (CEP-200, Microchrome Technology). An
electron-beam evaporator was used for the deposition process,
followed by lift-off of the Cr layer with Cr etchant.

4.2. Fabrication of AlGaN/GaN HEMT. The fabrication began
with AlGaN/GaN layers epitaxially grown on double-sided polished
sapphire wafer (4 in. diameter, CREE). The epitaxial layers consisted
of undoped GaN (5 μm), undoped AlN (1 nm), undoped Al0.3Ga0.7N
(20 nm), and undoped GaN layer (2 nm). The GaN substrate was
diced into 6 mm × 6 mm squares with a dicing saw. Mesa patterns for
an individual HEMT device were defined using photolithography (AZ
5214E), followed by etching 80 nm of the GaN layer with ICP-RIE
(Plasma-Therm SLR Series, BCl3 = 10 sccm, Cl2 = 16 sccm, Ar = 3
sccm, pressure = 4 mTorr, RF1 power = 100 W, RF2 power = 500 W,
recipe). After removing the residual photoresist on the GaN layer,
source and drain metal pads were patterned for the lift-off process with
photoresist (AZ 5214E). Rinsing with diluted HCl (HCl/DI water =
1:3) for 1 min removed the oxide layer on the GaN surface. Ohmic
metal layers (Ti/Al/Ni/Au, 20/100/45/55 nm) were deposited with
an electron-beam evaporator via the lift-off process, followed by a rapid
thermal annealing (Heatpulse 610, AG Associates) process at 800 °C
for 1 min under N2 ambient condition. Gate metal layers were
patterned with the subwavelength patterning method using Cr (500
nm) and deposited with Ni/Au (20/400 nm) layers using an electron-
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beam evaporator. After the lift-off process with Cr etchant, the devices
were passivated with Al2O3 (20 nm) using atomic layer deposition and
Si3N4 using plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (Plasma-
Therm, 200 nm). Via holes were opened at gate, source, and drain
metal pads using RIE, followed by deposition of RF metal pads (Ti/
Au, 10/250 nm) using an electron-beam evaporator.
4.3. Measurement and Analysis. DC performances of the

HEMT were measured using HP 4155B Semiconductor Parameter
Analyzer. An Agilent E8364A PNA Series Network Analyzer was used
to measure the S-parameter of the HEMT with the measurement setup
calibrated to the Infinity G-S-G probe tips with 150 μm pitch using a
standard Short-Open-Load-Thru (SOLT) calibration kit. The S
parameters obtained from the RF measurements were analyzed
using the advanced design system software.
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